QUEST at GREAT FALLS DISCOVERY CENTER

Search all the exhibits to solve this quest, look carefully and do your best!
Find the answer, get the letter, and do the last. Don’t go too fast!

1. Which is a mammal with webbed feet and fur?
   Please spell out its name right now if you’re sure: __________

2. Which is a fish with scales and fins?
   What is the letter that its name begins: ___

3. Which is a bird with feathers and beak?
   When singing its song, its name will repeat: ______ - ______ - ______

4. Which is a rare and endangered beast?
   Although very small it fears the least: __________

5. Where does (a) this grand mammal live?
   Suddenly seen what a start it did give! ____________

6. Where does (b) this tiny bird hide?
   Quiet and feathered it’s close to the side: _______ ________

7. Where does (c) the little bandit reside?
   Under leaves and logs in this habitat to hide: __________

8. Where does (d) this blue beauty grow?
   To see this bloom to the __________ habitat you go.

9. Solve the puzzle by gathering these letters from answers above and then unscramble:
   [1- 3rd from the end _; 2. _ _; 3. the 3rd _; 4. is first in last_; 5. first _; 6. 2nd _;
   7. last _; 8 2nd _ ] unscrambled = __________

10. What did you discover in this quest? __________ are where things live!